HEADSHOTS
WEEKLY UPDATE FROM HEAD OF SCHOOL

DECEMBER 1, 2017

Andy Fields, Interim Head of School

STEPPING
UP WITH
KINDNESS

The last two weeks have been a blur of Head of School
candidate meetings, music night, alumni insight, turkey
and stuffing. Thank you parents, faculty and staff for your
flexibility, support and dedication to finding our next
permanent Head of School in the midst of our rich and
varied schedule!

Kindness in action as boys and girls banded together wearing pink gear in support
of a younger student who felt taunted for wearing his favorite color.

You might think we will spend the next two weeks on cruise
control, just chilling our way into winter break. Ha! Students,
homeroom teachers and specialists are all working furiously
in the sprint to the finish. Your learners are synthesizing
their experiences from field research and the classroom
in final drafts of their writing projects. They are combining
creativity and beautiful work aligned with their multiple
intelligences to share what they have learned. They are
embracing the challenge of working within the deadline of
culminating event.
Meanwhile, an amazing thing has developed at recess. Kids
from Kalama to Tahoma play soccer together. The game
varies: at times it is big kids against littles, at other times
they play mixed age teams. Sometimes there are referees,

but mostly not. What I have not seen in this particular
example of mixed age play is conflict. That observation
made me think about the many ways we intentionally
develop character as part of our curriculum. The theme of
Music Night, “Stepping Up,” underscored the emphasis
we place on personal responsibility and choice. Students
worked in buddy groups to write notes of appreciation
and encouragement to include in Clark County Food
Bank distributions as part of GardneReach. The student
interactions we facilitate in class and on the playground
reinforce the practice of kindness and empathy. The
question we must continue to ask ourselves is “are we doing
enough?”
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COMING UP NEXT WEEK
TUESDAY 12/5
BOARD MEETING
6:00pm

WEDNESDAY 12/6
COFFEE WITH ANDY
7:45am

LOOKING AHEAD
PTO MEETING
8:45am

EARLY RELEASE
1:45pm

Teaching deeply, learning fully, cultivating responsibility— one mind at a time.

WEDNESDAY 12/13
CULMINATING EVENT
8:30am
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#NWPTSTRONG PARTNER OFFER

Northwest Personal Training is celebrating 18 Years by
encouraging donations to one of four local charities --- and
The Gardner School is one of them! Donate $18 or more
and be entered to win great prizes from NWPT.
>>CLICK HERE FOR A SPECIAL OFFER FROM NWPT

AMAZON BUTTON ON WEBSITE

Gardner School can benefit from your shopping on Amazon,
by first clicking on our Amazon button at gardnerschool.org.
>>SEE DETAILS HERE

REMINDERS

GARDNER GEAR REORDER: If you missed the first order
for Gardner Gear (sweatshirts & t-shirts), let Melinda
know you are interested in a second order by filling out
a REORDER WISHLIST.

GAME & FAMILY RESOURCE CLOSET: Don’t forget to
check out the elementary & early childhood game
closets in the main building! You’ll find a selection of
educational games for your family to borrow.
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